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Following companies are now a part of Unisport 

Together we have over 100 years of history and experiance! 

We have 23 offices and 4 production facilities located in 8 countries.

We have 300 professionals and our pro forma turnover is €120 m. 

The merger between Unisport-Saltex and Kerko Group means major benefits for  

our customers. Together can we serve our clients with a complete one-stop service.  

This means comprehensive service concepts, which include tailor-made indoor and  

outdoor sports facilities from design to turn-key delivery. It also means equipment  

and maintenance service throughout the product’s life cycle.

Together we are stronger
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We make people move
More than attractive sports facilities. More than equipment and solutions for sports.  

We believe in the magic of movement. We believe in the joy and the health of it.  

And we believe it is for everyone. 

In everything we do, our first priority is to help our customers make people move.  

We do this through inspiration, product development, consultation and by adding  

fun experiences in our facilities/equipment. 

Our first question to customers is not what products or solutions they need, 

but how we can help them get more people to move. 

Our vision is a healthier society.

Live to move. Move to live.
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The one stop shop
Our turnkey solutions provide the best conditions for athletes and spectators.  

Together we can offer our customers a complete product range and comprehensive 

service concepts for indoor and outdoor sports.

OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

Artificial turf (football, landscaping, golf), Hybrid turf (football), Stadium and Arena 

seatings, Fall protection surface, Multiarenas, Outdoor Gym, Track&Field, Pumptrack,  

Ice rinks, Padel, Tennis, Obstacle courses, Scoreboard etc.

INDOOR PRODUCTS

Sports flooring, Sports hall equipment, Professional gymnastics, School gymnastics, 

Gym&Fitness, Stadium and Arena seatings, Padel, Tennis, Scoreboard etc



By having our own production facilities we can guarantee the best possible quality  

on our products and offer reliable delivery times. 

The artificial grass products are manufactured in our factory in Alajärvi, Finland.

A majority of our sports hall range is manufactured in our factory in Hjärnarp, Sweden. 

Having our own production facilities allows us to easily offer customised solutions to 

meet your needs.

Own production
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With unique expertise and extensive experience in the industry, we have seen how 

important it is that sports grounds, arenas and other activity areas, from the beginning, 

are planned and designed to meet the relevant standards. Likewise, it is also important 

that regular maintenance is prioritized in order to maintain a safe and high standard for 

many years. If maintenance gets neglected, the quality of surfaces and equipment will be 

reduced and the risk of accidents will increase.

Tailor-made service concepts

Unisport offers tailor-made service concepts that cover sports facilities and activity areas. 

We can help you with everything, from design to completion and customised solutions, 

equipment and maintenance throughout the their entire life cycle.

Unique service concepts
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Because we care
Unisport considers sustainability as an obligation and aims to do business in the most 

responsible and sustainable way. 

With ESG (environmental, social and governance compliance) being an essential part 

of the Unisport’s strategy, we have also established a Unisport Sustainability Program 

2020 which focuses on developing even more sustainable processes, products and 

services within the company, not forgetting the importance of people, ethics and legal 

compliance.

Because we care!



unisport.com


